Seals and stamped parts
Turned and milled parts
Cast and moulded parts
Water jet cut parts
Special parts sealing techonology
Semi-finished product range
Special parts and more

Big is beautiful – larger milles parts by SPÄH
made of plastic plates, consignable in any and all shapes

With the aid of our multi-function plotter, we can produce for you precise plastic parts up to 3 x 2 metres
in size, and 70 mm in thickness. They can also be provided in any form desired and lot quantity starting
at production-batch size 1.
The milled parts can be provided by us in synthetic materials such as:
 PA
 PEEK
 PS

 PC
 POM
 PTFE

 PE
 PP
 PVC

…and any more.

The basis for this is our well-assorted and semi-finished inventory of plate material in all standard sizes.
A short-term production consignment is possible at any time, and bottlenecks regarding working materials
are avoided, thus enabling us to guarantee our supply deadlines.
If required, we can also provide high-performance synthetics and special working materials according to
your specifications. Just ask us!
In addition to tailor-made dimensioning for these milled parts, the cutter plotter can also offer further
advantages upon request! When processing the plates we can thus provide you with the following
features as well
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Holes to be cut,
Chamfered edges,
Recesses, patterns, lettering or other contours to be milled.

Standard CNC-milled parts made of plastic plates are (for example): skimmers, bumper stops, driving
plates, faceplates, retainers and much more.
The consignment process is quite simple for you. You merely send us your DXF or DWG
specifications and we configure the data into the plotter, and the component production can begin
immediately. If the specifications are not available, we can generate, for a fee, the required CNC
programme from your drawing.
If you have questions, please call your contact person in the sales and distribution department.
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